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Article in an Electronic Book, No Publication Date

Author. (Date of Publication). Title of Article. In Editor. Title of Book, (Edition). Publisher's URL on the Web


- Intext citation for a direct quote: (Blotner, n.d., para. 5)
- Intext citation for a paraphrase: (Blotner, n.d.)

Article in an Electronic Book

Author. (Date of Publication). Title of Article. In Editor. Title of Book, Volume, Page #s. Publisher's URL on the Web


- Intext citation for a direct quote: (Grant, 1988, p. 153)
- Intext citation for a paraphrase: (Grant, 1988)
Article from a Scholarly Journal

**Author:** Petry, A. H.  
**Date of Publication:** (1989)  
**Title of Article:** Alice Walker: The achievement of the short fiction.  
**Title of Journal:** Modern Language Studies  
**Volume(Issue):** 19(1)  
**Page #s.:** 12-27  
**DOI:** doi:10.2307/3195263

- Intext citation for a direct quote: (Petry, 1989, p. 15)
- Intext citation for a paraphrase: (Petry, 1989)

Article in an Electronic Book

**Author:** Piedmont-Marton, E.  
**Date of Publication:** (2002)  
**Title of Article:** An overview of Everyday use.  
**In Title of Book:** Short stories for students  
**Publisher's URL on the Web:** http://www.galecengage.com

- Intext citation for a direct quote: (Piedmont-Marton, 2002, para. 15)
- Intext citation for a paraphrase: (Piedmont-Marton, 2002)
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